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Abstract

Purpose: Support implementation fidelity in intervention research with lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and sexual
and gender diverse (LGBTQ+) populations, this study explores the systematic development of a fidelity process for AFFIRM, an
evidence-based, affirmative cognitive behavioral therapy group intervention for LGBTQ+ youth and adults.

Method: As part of a clinical trial, the AFFIRM fidelity checklist was designed to assess clinician adherence. A total of 151 audio-
recorded group sessions were coded by four trained raters.

Results: Adherence was high with a mean fidelity score of 84.13 (SD = 12.50). Inter-rater reliability was 81%, suggesting
substantial agreement. Qualitative thematic analysis of low-rated sessions identified deviations from the manual and difficulties in
group facilitation, while high-rated sessions specified affirmative and effective clinical responses.

Discussion: Findings were integrated into clinical training and coaching. The fidelity process provides insights into the
challenges of implementing social work interventions effectively with LGBTQ+ populations in community settings.
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Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and sexual and gender
diverse (LGBTQ+) populations are at greater risk of developing
serious mental health issues such as depression, suicidality, and
anxiety; necessitating tailored clinical interventions that address
their unique stressors (McConnell et al., 2015; Lothwell et al.,
2020; Levenson et al., 2021). Affirmative practice is a clinical
intervention stance that places LGBTQ+ individuals’ identities,
and their culturally specific needs, at the forefront of mental
health interventions. Affirmative practice asserts that LGBTQ+
identities are equal to cisgender and heterosexual expressions,
incorporates an understanding of minority stress, the unique
stress experienced by LGBTQ+ populations, and strives to
address the impact of structural inequities through the cultivation
of positive self-regard (Craig et al., 2013; Meyer, 2003). Despite
an increase in interventions designed for LGBTQ+ populations,
there is a paucity of social work research that systematically
describes the implementation of affirmative practice
(O’Shaughnessy & Speir, 2018).

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is an empirically
supported psychological approach with an extensive evidence
base that is effective for a variety of mental health concerns
(e.g., depression, anxiety, eating disorders, substance use) for
adults and adolescents (Weaver et al., 2022; Creed et al., 2011;
Hedman et al., 2014; Hofmann et al., 2012). Drawing from

cognitive theory, which suggests that emotions and behaviors
are influenced by how events are perceived, CBT focuses on
identifying, evaluating, and modifying maladaptive thoughts,
which in turn prompts emotional and behavioral changes
(Beck, 2021). By addressing underlying problematic cogni-
tions and behaviors, more helpful patterns can be fostered,
resulting in improved coping and mental health and a re-
duction in problem behaviors. The purpose of this study is to
explore the implementation fidelity of an affirmative CBT
group intervention delivered to LGBTQ+ youth and young
adults as part of a clinical trial.

Implementation fidelity, critical to intervention research,
refers to methodological strategies that enhance the reliability
and validity of interventions by assessing adherence to the
treatment protocol (Ascienzo et al., 2020; Bellg et al., 2004;
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Borrelli, 2011; Simmons et al., 2014). Treatment fidelity has
been historically understudied, with only 3.5% of intervention
research in the early 2000s addressing fidelity issues
(Perepletchikova et al., 2007) and only 30% of the studies
measuring fidelity in a recent systematic review (Walton et al.,
2017). Fidelity typically includes the development of concise,
comprehensive manuals, extensive training of clinicians,
and monitoring of treatment delivery (Gearing et al., 2011).
Evaluating fidelity is critical to establish evidence and to
ensure that the results of the intervention reflect a true test of
the program (Feely, Seay, Lanier, Auslander, & Kohl,
2018). Further, fidelity monitoring promotes external val-
idity by enabling the identification of critical parameters
that can be generalized across sessions (Stains & Vickrey,
2017).

Despite a preponderance of manualized CBT intervention
research, there is often an implicit assumption that fidelity is
maintained, however many studies fail to report fidelity ad-
equately (Waltman et al., 2017). Research examining CBT
interventions have measured implementation fidelity most
commonly though observational coding; however, differences
in the definitions of fidelity components and gaps in the
descriptions of training, reliability, and coding processes make
comparisons difficult (Rodriguez-Quintana & Lewis, 2018).
These processes generally consist of observers rating of CBT
sessions with observational adherence scales specialized to the
treatment issue (Husabo et al., 2022) or modality (Haddock
et al., 2012; Jahoda et al., 2013). Adherence scale develop-
ment has been described as the construction of a scale for a
novel intervention from components of established adherence
scales for various modalities assessing therapist behaviors and
therapy practices, from which a fidelity score is attained (Segal
et al., 2002).

Other research has described using a multi-pronged ap-
proach to measuring CBT fidelity, through examining study
design, training, intervention delivery, receipt of the inter-
vention, and enactment of intervention skills (Keles et al.,
2021). As observational methods of recording fidelity with
trained raters are considered the gold standard, research
processes generally include the selection of raters familiar
with therapy practices, double coding of recorded sessions
(i.e., two raters per session), and a process to achieve inter-
rater reliability through regular research teammeetings and the
calculation of reliability metrics (Rodriguez-Quintana et al.,
2021). Fidelity research most commonly differs based on its
purpose; with efficacy research demonstrating more controlled
adherence measures, while effectiveness and feasibility
studies may be more methodologically flexible (Naleppa &
Cagle, 2010).

Within social work research, Corley and Kim (2015) found
that only 2.3% of published intervention research adequately
addressed fidelity. In their systematic review, Naleppa and
Cagle (2010) found that intervention research did not com-
prise a significant amount of most social work journals’
overall publications and in those limited studies that addressed

fidelity only a third described monitoring processes such as
protocol deviation. While the use of treatment manuals fa-
cilitates intervention replication, without adequate oversight
they cannot alone promise consistent implementation, par-
ticularly in multi-site or large-scale intervention research that
includes multiple clinicians or treatment sites. While social
work measurements of intervention fidelity do not differ
significantly from other cognate disciplines measuring treat-
ment adherence, the National Association of Social Workers
Code of Ethics (2017) emphasizes the use of evidence-based
practices, necessitating the use of fidelity assessments when
establishing an empirical foundation for interventions. Gen-
erally, for the field of social work, it is recommended that
fidelity research involve the use of treatment manuals, im-
plementer training, supervision of implementation, and
measurements of adherence to treatment protocols (Naleppa &
Cagle, 2010).

Despite an increased awareness of the importance of im-
plementing evidence-based practices (EBPs) in community
settings (Bornheimer et al., 2019), such EBPs are underutil-
ized and often delivered without adequate fidelity to the
treatment model (Bond et al., 2011). Establishing im-
plementation fidelity is an important guarantee to organiza-
tions that an EBP can be reliably replicated across clinical
sites, with diverse populations, by clinicians with varied
expertise (Forgatch et al., 2005). The use of an established
intervention protocol by clinicians can impact the effective-
ness of treatment, yet in a recent study only 66% of trained
clinicians reported implementing all steps of interventions
(Allen & Johnson, 2015). Fidelity can assist in determining an
accurate dosage of training and coaching, provide guidelines
on the level of clinical experience and expertise needed to
deliver a specialized intervention, and permit research on the
standardization of an intervention to limit outcome variability
(Miller & Rollnick, 2014). The measurement of treatment
fidelity can indicate whether a lack of client improvement is
attributed to the clinicians’ delivery of the intervention, the
intervention itself, or other external factors, thereby increasing
organizational accountability in treatment delivery (Schoenwald
et al., 2011). An understanding of intervention fidelity that
informs best practices to train and support clinicians is critical to
effective EBP (Marques et al., 2019). Research that explores the
barriers and facilitators to effective intervention implementation
in “real world” settings can contribute to improved outcomes
(Schoenwald et al., 2011) as diminished fidelity is often found
when implementing successful controlled trials in community
settings (Breitenstein et al., 2010).

Proctor and colleagues (2011) recommend five dimensions
to attend to when developing fidelity: adherence, exposure to
intervention (or dose), quality of delivery (provider skill),
component differentiation (between the intervention under
study and other modality), and participant responsiveness (or
active engagement of participants). Schoenwald et al. (2011)
elaborated on the components of clinician adherence, clinician
competence, and treatment differentiation. Adherence is
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defined as the clinician’s close following of prescribed pro-
cedures (e.g., interventionmanuals), while competence refers to
the clinician’s skill and judgment in the delivery of the inter-
vention. Treatment differentiation refers to the extent to which
intervention sessions or iterations differ in content and focus. It
is recommended that all three components are measured within
and across treatment sessions (Perepletchikova et al., 2007).

A fidelity tool can be designed and evaluated once
intervention-specific approaches that integrate core compo-
nents of the training manual have been determined (Feely
et al., 2018). Fidelity typically includes indirect observation
methods (e.g., review of detailed case notes or evaluations
completed by participants) or direct observational methods
(e.g., video or audio-recording, an outsider observer during
sessions, or the unobtrusive viewing of sessions through a
one-way mirror), which assess the degree to which the ma-
terial was applied and integrated by clinicians and how well
they process the intervention components (Gupta & Aman,
2012).

Despite the importance of measuring intervention fidelity
in EBP, there is a paucity of research describing the devel-
opment and implementation of fidelity measures and pro-
cesses (Corley &Kim, 2015). This gap is particularly apparent
in community-based research with marginalized populations.
The processes of measuring intervention fidelity in the current
study draw from the available literature on CBT fidelity, and
are similar in its creation of an adherence scale based on the
modality and theoretical components of the intervention,
observational raters, and the measurement of inter-rater reli-
ability. This study presents an overview of the development of
a fidelity process for AFFIRM, an evidence-based affirmative
CBT group intervention in a clinical trial. Delivered across
multiple community sites, AFFIRM has been found to sig-
nificantly reduce LGBTQ+ youth depression and improve
coping (Craig et al., 2021a; 2021b). Specifically, this study
explores the iterative development of the AFFIRM Fidelity
Checklist, a fidelity tool designed to assess clinicians’ ad-
herence to the AFFIRM intervention model and present the
results of an initial fidelity assessment. This study differs from
the available research in that it provides a detailed breakdown
of the fidelity measurement creation, study methodology, and
the goal of examining a CBT intervention that specifically
affirms the LGBTQ+ population.

Method

The intervention fidelity of the AFFIRM group intervention
was studied over a 2-year implementation (2018–2020),
delivered face-to-face, prior to the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic. The AFFIRM clinical trial employs a stepped
wedge wait-list crossover design with community im-
plementation, in which LGBTQ+ youth and young adults
were allocated in a 2:1 ratio to either the AFFIRM inter-
vention at a collaborating agency site, or a wait-list control
(Craig et al., 2019).

Surveys measuring depression (Becks Depression In-
ventory—II; Beck et al., 1996), stress (Stress AppraisalMeasure
for Adolescents; Rowley et al., 2005), coping (Brief Cope;
Carver, 1997) and hope (Snyder et al., 1991) were collected
online (using Qualtrics) at four time points (pretest, immediate
post treatment), at 6-month, and 12-month follow up (Craig
et al., 2019; 2021b). All AFFIRM sessions were audio-recorded.
The study, including fidelity measures, was approved by the
blinded Research Ethics Board (Protocol ID# 35 229).

The AFFIRM Intervention

AFFIRM is an affirmative CBT group intervention designed
to improve coping and reduce depression among LGBTQ+
youth and young adults. AFFIRM has been systematically
adapted (Austin & Craig, 2015) for the LGBTQ+ population
in order to incorporate an LGBTQ+ affirmative clinical stance
and recognition of the external source of anti-LGBTQ+ dis-
crimination that lead to minority stress and resultant mental
health disparities (Craig et al., 2013). Therefore, the AFFIRM
intervention focuses on helping participants understand how
they have internalized (that is, incorporated into their thinking
patterns) external systemic anti-LGBTQ+ oppression, and
teaches CBT techniques (such as thought records, ABCD
method, thought stopping) and activities (exp. self-
compassion, connecting to affirmative resources) to em-
brace an LGBTQ+ affirming worldview (Craig et al., 2021).
AFFIRM consists of eight two-hour group sessions: Session
1–2: Introduction to CBT and exploring minority stressors;
Session 3–4: cognitive restructuring; Sessions 5–6: coping
skills, behavioral activation, setting goals and building hope;
Sessions 7–8: social support, self-compassion and integration
of new skills.

Participant Description

Although the clinical trial results are detailed elsewhere (Craig
et al., 2021b), the total sample of participants (n = 97) in the
AFFIRM treatment groups included in the fidelity analysis
ranged between the ages of 14 and 29 (M = 21.88 years).
Participants’ gender identities included transgender (22.7%),
cisgender (19.6%), non-binary (18.6%), gender queer
(11.3%), agender (5.2%), and sexual orientations as gay
(26.8%), queer (19.6%), pansexual (17.5%), bisexual
(12.4%), and lesbian (12.4%). Participants’ ethnic/racial
identities included white (47.4%), Asian (20.6%), Black
(18.6%), Latinx (6.2%), multi-ethnic (5.2%), Middle Eastern
and North African descent (4.1%), and Indigenous Peoples
(4.1%). Community organizations that hosted AFFIRM in-
cluded community health centers, schools, youth centers, HIV
service organizations, and hospitals.

Overall, AFFIRM implementation fidelity followed the
processes outlined by Breitenstein et al. (2010), detailed below
and in Figure 1. This study has systematically addressed three
key aspects of implementation fidelity: adherence, competence
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and differentiation. This process informed the development of
the fidelity checklist, along with the recruitment of qualified
experienced clinicians, their training, and ongoing clinical
support.

Practitioner Rater Selection

Our fidelity process integrated the selection of practitioners, a
skilled internal team of clinicians trained in the AFFIRM
program and able to offer support and clinical consistency
across sites in collaboration with a community clinician.
AFFIRM clinicians were selected based on their clinical
expertise with LGBTQ+ youth and adults, group facilitation,
and CBT training from the social work and psychology fields.
For this study, AFFIRM clinicians identify as female (50%),
male (33%), transgender (8%), and non-binary (8%), as well
as bisexual and/or pansexual (41%), gay (25%), lesbian
(16%), straight (16%), and asexual (8%). Clinicians also
identify predominantly as white (50%), Asian (42%), and
Latinx (8%). AFFIRM community facilitators were experi-
enced case managers or community workers with knowledge
of group process and experience providing direct services to
LGBTQ+ youth and young adults. Community facilitators
were paired with internal AFFIRM clinicians for training
purposes. Both internal clinicians and facilitators participated
in all training and supervision activities.

Training

The extensive training of AFFIRM clinicians is critical to
implementation, with a requirement for completion of a
standardized experiential 14-hour training. Described else-
where, the AFFIRM training led to 94% of participants sig-
nificantly increasing their clinical competence (Craig et al.,
2021c).

Coaching and Supervision

Multiple initiatives support effective implementation: (a)
weekly coaching and clinical supervision during a clinician’s
first two implementation cycles is provided, and monthly
thereafter; (b) internal clinician email communications

regarding emerging issues in AFFIRM delivery; (c) quarterly
full AFFIRM team meetings are held in which significant
clinical cases and events are discussed and feedback is in-
tegrated into current implementation, and; (d) regular clinical
consultation with the AFFIRM clinical research coordinator
and principal investigator to troubleshoot clinical issues.
Supervision has also included the auditing of audio-recordings
and files to ensure that clinicians are using adequate clinical
competencies and to provide directed coaching in individual
and group supervision sessions.

Implementation Fidelity Assessment (AFFIRM
Fidelity Checklist)

The AFFIRM Fidelity Checklist was iteratively developed by
community and academic stakeholders (AFFIRM Fidelity
Team) using the processes described by Feely et al. (2018)
involving: (1) defining the purpose/scope offidelity assessment;
(2) identifying essential components of the fidelity monitoring
system; (3) developing the fidelity tool; (4) monitoring fidelity,
and (5) using the fidelity ratings in analyses.

Step 1: Purpose and Scope
Initially the fidelity team defined the purpose and scope of

the assessment as monitoring the adherence of clinicians to the
AFFIRM model to determine consistency across community
sites and iterations. The primary purpose was identified as
ensuring the intervention was delivered as intended consis-
tently and that the evaluation measures were assessing the
same intervention to ensure comparable results. In order to
assess fidelity across different sites and clinicians, three key
areas were addressed in the development of the fidelity
checklist: (1) affirmative practice (Crisp & McCave, 2007;
Craig et al., 2013); (2) CBT (Beck, 1976), and; (3) group
facilitation (Wendt & Gone, 2018). Specifically, these com-
ponents included adherence to the CBT material, demon-
stration of an affirmative practice stance, and group therapy
processing skills. As the checklist was designed to be rated by
observers listening to recordings of completed group therapy
sessions, the tool needed to be easy to use, with clear and
comprehensive indicators.

Step 2: Essential Components of the Monitoring System
According to Feely et al. (2018), an intervention is com-

prised of the individual skills and ingredients of content
delivered to participants, while the process includes the way
the content is facilitated. The content of the AFFIRM inter-
vention was comprised generally of CBT skills provided in
progressive weekly sessions, in which content builds upon
previous weeks, indicating differentiation. Content includes
description and application of CBT (e.g., the use of the CBT
triangle, description of the influence of thoughts, behaviors,
and feelings on mood, and multiple activities related to goal
setting). Behaviors demonstrating this essential component

Figure 1. AFFIRM implementation processes (adapted from
Breitenstein, et al., 2010).
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include the use of CBT strategies to respond to group
members’ experiences of discrimination, reinforcing the
critical role of affirmative activities on feelings, and review of
sessions’ action plans. AFFIRM also requires that clinicians
adopt an affirmative stance, which integrates the CBT content
within the context of minority stress and articulates the ways
that a discriminatory society affects individuals’ mental
health. Key behaviors demonstrating this component include
using research and best practice material from the AFFIRM
manual and training to respond to participant questions, as
well as describing the roots of negative self-concept as
influenced by societal discrimination. Group facilitation was
identified as an essential component of AFFIRM program
integrity, given the impact that effective group skills have on
the success of intervention implementation (Wendt & Gone,
2018). Examples of behaviors demonstrating this component
were identified as consistent use of active interpersonal skills
to build therapeutic alliance, the management of group dy-
namics, and balancing individual and group needs while also
teaching new skills. A paucity of research exists regarding the
importance of LGBTQ+ affirmative skills-based group ther-
apy facilitation skills (Lefevor & Williams, 2021), necessi-
tating further examination of these fidelity components.

Step 3: Developing the Fidelity Tool
A fidelity checklist was developed based on the AFFIRM

clinician manual, consultation with the clinical and research
teams, and a review of relevant methodological literature (see
Table 1). In particular, Beck’s CBT rating scales were used to
guide the development of the CBT components of the scale
(Barber et al., 2003; Young & Beck, 1980). The fidelity tool
was intended to measure adherence to the key constructs of the

AFFIRM intervention, namely affirmative practice, use of
CBT, and group facilitation.

The final version of the checklist included eight key fidelity
indicators: (1) delivers the AFFIRM intervention as intended;
(2) demonstrates an affirmative stance towards diverse sexual
orientations, gender identities and expressions; (3) presents
psychoeducational material (on LGBTQ+ identities, minority
stress, health/mental health outcomes, trauma, resilience,
coping) using best available evidence and an affirmative
stance; (4) enhances participant knowledge about the im-
portance of key sources of coping and resilience for LGBTQ+
youth and adults, including engaging in identify affirming
activities, receiving identity affirming support (online and
offline), finding and maintaining hope; (5) effectively utilizes
the CBT model to help participants engage in behaviors that
affirm their LGBTQ+ identities and improve their mood; (6)
effectively utilizes group facilitation skills; (7) utilizes a global
session rating, and; (8) completes and integrates session ac-
tivities (see Table 2). The fidelity checklist also includes an
optional open-ended section for raters to explain or justify
scores.

Step 4: Monitoring Fidelity and Rating Procedures
Each session was rated using the AFFIRM Fidelity

Checklist. The ratings were completed by four raters, who
were enrolled in a Social Work program (three Master’s level,
one Bachelor’s level). Raters were selected based on their
clinical and research experience working with LGBTQ+
populations and their knowledge of affirmative practice.
Raters were not trained AFFIRM facilitators, but had worked
as research assistants on the AFFIRM project. Prior to being
assigned to rate sessions using the Fidelity Checklist the four

Table 1. AFFIRM Implementation Fidelity Checklist.

Indicator
Number Description

Fidelity indicator
1

Delivers the AFFIRM intervention as intended

Fidelity indicator
2

Demonstrates an affirmative stance toward diverse sexual orientations and gender identities and expressions (SOGIE)
(e.g., validation, support and celebration of LGBTQ+ identities, non-binary conceptualization of gender, absence of
heterosexism/cissexism)

Fidelity indicator
3

Presents psychoeducational material (on LGBTQ+ identities, minority stress, health/mental health outcomes, trauma,
resilience, coping) using best available evidence and an LGBTQ+ affirmative stance

Fidelity indicator
4

Enhances participant knowledge about the importance of key sources of coping and resilience for LGBTQ+ youth
including: engaging in identify affirming activities (online and offline), receiving identity affirming support (online and
offline), finding and maintaining hope

Fidelity indicator
5

Effectively utilizes the cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) model to help participants engage in behaviors that affirm their
LGBTQ+ identity and improve their mood

Fidelity indicator
6

Effectively utilizes group facilitation skills

Fidelity indicator
7

Global session rating

Fidelity indicator
8

Effectively completes and integrates session activities
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Table 2. AFFIRM Fidelity Checklist Description.

Examples

Indicator Behaviors Inadequate Excellent

Indicator 1: Delivers the AFFIRM
intervention as intended

• Does the facilitator follow and
complete all materials
associated with the session in
order?

Not all materials associated with
session were completed,
facilitators use only some
talking points to guide
discussion

Facilitators did a great job using
talking points

• Does the facilitator use the
facilitator talking points to guide
implementation of the session?

• Does the facilitator complete
session delivery in time allotted?

Indicator 2: Demonstrates an
affirmative stance toward diverse
sexual orientations and gender
identities and expressions

• Does the facilitator explicitly
express value for diverse
LGBTQ+ identities?

One participant advised another
participant during an activity
that “LGBT” is a new acronym.
Facilitators did not address this
misinformation

Facilitators were affirming of
LGBTQ+ identities

• Does the facilitator model
appropriate use of names,
pronouns, terminology, and
language?

• Does the facilitator identify
when biased language has been
used?

• Does the facilitator correct
misinformation?

• Does the facilitator consistently
avoid perpetuating heterosexist
or cissexist ideas?

Indicator 3: Presents
psychoeducational material (on
LGBTQ+ identities, minority
stress, health/mental health
outcomes, trauma, resilience,
coping) using best available
evidence and an LGBTQ+
affirmative stance

• Does the facilitator use research
and best practice information
from the AFFIRM training and
manual?

Facilitators could integrate more
best practice information from
the AFFIRM manual

Great use of research and best
practice information to
implement the session and
respond to participants

• Does the facilitator use research
and best practice information
from the AFFIRM training and
manual to respond to questions/
concerns within sessions?

• Does the facilitator present
material in a clear,
understandable appropriate

•Does the facilitator articulate the
roots of negative views of self/
LGBTQ+ identity?

Indicator 4: Enhances participant
knowledge about the importance
of key sources of coping and
resilience for LGBTQ+ youth
including: engaging in identify
affirming activities (online and
offline), receiving identity
affirming support (online and
offline), finding and maintaining
hope

• Does the facilitator use research
and best practice information
from the manual to present
information on LGBTQ+
specific sources of coping and
resilience?

Facilitators did not discuss
LGBTQ+ specific sources of
coping and resilience, and was
limited in exploration of
coping strategies. Did not
focus on challenging negative
messages

Facilitators did a great job and
used research and best
practices from the AFFIRM
manual

• Does the facilitator explore
participants’ coping strategies
and make clear the importance
of LGBTQ+ specific sources of
coping and resilience?

•Does the facilitator help or teach
participants challenge negative
messages about self particularly
(but not limited to) LGBTQ+
identities?

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Examples

Indicator Behaviors Inadequate Excellent

Indicator 5: Effectively utilizes the
cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) model to help participants
engage in behaviors that affirm
their LGBTQ+ identity and
improve their mood

• Does the facilitator consistently
use strategies rooted in the CBT
framework to help youth
express their thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors in response to
discrimination?

Facilitator did not consistently
use strategies rooted in a CBT
framework.

Facilitator was very effective at
using strategies rooted in
CBT.

• Does the facilitator consistently
reinforce the critical role of
affirmative activities on feelings?

• Does the facilitator review and
process the action plan from the
previous session?

• Does the facilitator review the
expectations for the action plan
for the upcoming session?

Indicator 6: Effectively utilizes group
facilitation skills

• Does the facilitator consistently
use active listening/
interpersonal skills to form an
alliance with participants and
group (reflections, affirmations,
validation, summaries)

There was lots of participant side
talk and joking that interfered
with the session activities.
Facilitators did not cue
participants which resulted in
frequent interruptions.

Facilitators did a good job with
structure, and teaching
content to participants

• Does the facilitator effectively
manage group dynamics (e.g.,
conflict, overtalkers or
undertalkers)?

• Does the facilitator effectively
balance both individual and
group needs (i.e., the two client
system of a group)?

•Does the facilitator demonstrate
an ability to structure each
specific segment of the group
session (group norms/check in/
group reflection, agenda and
goals, skills building, check out,
group reflection)?

•Does the facilitator demonstrate
an ability to teach new skills or
content to participants?

Indicator 7: Global session ratings • Facilitator is able to engage
participants as evidenced by
participant engagement (the
degree to which participants are
engaged or actively participating;
for example, cues of agreement
with facilitator from
participants)

The session was confusing.
Explanations regarding
activities were not concise or
clear. Participants did not
engage actively with session
material

Facilitator was charismatic and
engaging. The facilitators
provided a supportive,
affirmative environment for
the participants

•Overall session quality (howwell
a session was delivered- can
include clarity, conciseness,
charisma, facilitation skills, etc.)

(continued)
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raters received 16 hours of coding training by the first and
third authors. Raters coded the sessions independently and as
a group to establish agreement. Four raters were randomly
assigned to rate 151 audio-recorded sessions of AFFIRM,
totaling 302 hours of coding. Inter-rater reliability estimates
were generated by randomly selecting 35% of sessions (n =
53) using the randomization feature on SPSS software
version 26 (IBM Corp Released, 2019). These sessions were
rated independently by two raters, which resulted in 106
separate coded sessions (i.e., 212 hours of groups). The inter-
rater agreement was examined by calculating the proportion
of observed agreement between raters, and the Cohen’s
Kappa Statistic. Importantly, full AFFIRM intervention se-
ries (eight sessions) were coded so that raters could identify
session differentiation and progression. For each behavior,
sessions were given a score from 0 (low) to 3 (high) and an
overall session score from 0 to 5, as suggested by previous
research (Landis & Koch, 1977). For each indicator a
summary score was calculated by totaling behavior scores,
and finally the indicator scores were combined to create an
overall fidelity score (out of 100). The overall fidelity score
indicates the strength of the session’s affirmative CBT ap-
proach. The approach of using a fidelity checklist with a
calculated fidelity score has been relatively standard practice
across research studies, in which data is aggregated to a
specified unit of analysis, and can be replicated and spe-
cialized for various interventions, yet some variations in the
use of the fidelity score exist across studies (Mowbray,
2003). The fidelity score can be calculated through the to-
tal measurement of scales examining occurrence–
nonoccurence (simply rating an item as present or absent),
or through frequency ratings (rating the extensiveness of
interventions during the session), depending on the needs of
the researchers (Waltz et al., 1993). Fidelity scores, typically
reporting on adherence, dose, or participant responsiveness,
have seen a decrease in quality and reporting in intervention
research over time, perhaps due to a lack of interest in the
complexity of fidelity assessment, a lack of agreement on the
definition of fidelity, or even space limitations in publications
(Slaughter et al., 2015). However, given the benefit to

implementation and the important processes underpinning
the creation and application of fidelity tools, this important
aspect of intervention research is a recommended practice in
the social work literature (Naleppa & Cagel, 2010).

Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to examine the fidelity rating
and adherence to the study protocol. The inter-rater agreement
was examined by calculating the proportion of observed
agreement between raters, and Cohen’s Kappa Statistic. To
calculate Cohen’s Kappa statistic and the observed agreement,
the score was transformed into five categories—Poor Fidelity
to High Fidelity (Landis & Koch, 1977). Correlational
analysis was used to examine the inter-correlations among the
eight fidelity indicators. Qualitative data was obtained from
notes that raters made justifying scores. Notes more com-
monly followed low-rated sessions; however, some justified
high fidelity-scoring sessions. Thematic analysis connected to
each fidelity rating was utilized for the 73 notes justifying
scores found in the AFFIRM Fidelity Checklist. Although not
necessarily unique in social work fidelity research (Powers,
et al., 2017; Odden, et al., 2019; Palmer, et al., 2019), the
mixed-methods approach allowed for a richer understanding
of the causes of low and high fidelity scores for particular
sessions and was a holistic method to capture the im-
plementation processes and context, the multimodal (audio
and written data) (Craig et al., 2021), and triangulate raters’
assigned scores and their notes on their scoring process.

Results

Quantitative

AFFIRM Fidelity Adherence. Adherence was generally high as
the mean fidelity score is 84.13 (SD = 12.50), suggesting high
fidelity and alignment with extant implementation fidelity
literature (Hepner et al., 2011).

Inter-Rater Reliability. Cohen’s Kappa statistic resulted in an
alpha of 0.6, with the proportion of observed agreement

Table 2. (continued)

Examples

Indicator Behaviors Inadequate Excellent

Indicator 8: Effectively completes
and integrates session activities

• Session activities
Example: Explaining CBT, effects of
Anti-LGBTQ+ discrimination,
thought stopping activity, hope
box activity

The closing activity was abruptly
cut off because the session had
gone overtime. One
participant dominated this
activity and others did not
have an opportunity to share.
One participant was cut off in
the midst of sharing and this
did not seem to be addressed

Facilitator did a great job
integrating CBT and focusing
on participant’s sources of
coping and resilience.
Facilitator was supportive and
did great with relating to and
normalizing participant’s
experiences
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between raters resulting in 81%, suggesting substantial fidelity
agreement.

Inter-Correlations. All fidelity indicators showed a moderate
to strong correlation with the total fidelity score (r=
0.21–0.82). Most indicators scores were strongly correlated
with two to eight other indicator scores (see Table 3). In-
dicator two, demonstrating an affirmative stance toward
diverse sexual orientations and gender identities and ex-
pressions, had the least number of correlations with other
indicators.

Qualitative

Qualitative analysis yielded themes connected to fidelity items
and served to provide additional mixed-methods data that
supplemented and further explored the quantitative findings.
An analysis of the raters’ notes for low scores in the AFFIRM
Fidelity Checklist showed that raters attributed low scores to a
lack of adherence to the manual, holding discussions that were
“off-topic,” and required session activities not being fully
described, which resulted in some confusion for participants.
Other reasons for low scores included clinicians presenting
material out of order and not completing key curricular ac-
tivities, and a lack of adequate time spent on intervention core
concepts (e.g., minority stress, thinking traps). Deviations
from the manual were attributed to clinicians’ time man-
agement. Time constraints appeared to be a commonly cited
factor for low fidelity adherence and raters attributed this to
several causes including adequate pacing of activities and
discussions, group members not engaging well with the
material, and a variance in required activities between
sessions.

Additional issues impacting low scores included a lack of
attention given to group processing by the clinicians, in-
cluding inattention to mutual aid. Some low fidelity rated
notes discussed how group sessions appeared to be too in-
formal, and more like social time for members instead of a
clinical intervention. Sessions that were rated with low fidelity
were also explained as not facilitated affirmatively, such as
clinicians using gendered language to refer to group members
or presenting material without attention to the diverse learning
needs and abilities of group members. Raters also noted
deviations from the intervention manual that were interpreted
as flexible minor adaptations that were made deliberately by
clinicians to address the group’s needs. Such changes and
deviations included the clinicians drawing on material from
other weeks’ sessions, or by spending time on debriefing and
processing in a group when the members required it before
returning to the facilitation of content. Generally, raters noted
that clinicians were able to facilitate consistently with the
manual, however they did notice instances when facilitation
could have been improved through a more meaningful ap-
plication of the theoretical content to the group participants’
current needs. For instance, one rater comments stated:

“Facilitators did a great job incorporating research and best
practice to present educational material and respond to par-
ticipants in session. Facilitators could have used more talking
points to elevate presentation of psychoeducational material
and respond to participants in session.”

These notes are indicative of sessions in which the group
was facilitated consistently with the manual, incorporating the
spirit of the intervention (affirmative practice), while pro-
viding a baseline responsiveness to the clinical needs of the
participants. Raters noted that sessions with higher fidelity
scores were more likely to have clinicians completing the
entirety of the intervention consistently with the manual,
adhered to CBT in sessions even when it was not explicitly
emphasized in the manual session content, responded ap-
propriately to participant questions and concerns, facilitated
group participation, and managed time well. These findings
underscore the need for skilled and adept clinicians in the
delivery of manualized interventions.

Discussion

This study described the development and application of a
fidelity monitoring tool and process for an affirmative group
CBT intervention (AFFIRM) for LGBTQ+ youth and young
adults. The results of this research suggest that clinicians
highly adhered to the AFFIRM intervention protocol, with
good treatment fidelity and inter-rater reliability. The AFFIRM
fidelity score (M=84.13) is relatively consistent with other
intervention research. Similarly, in their application of affir-
mative CBT to individual therapy with gay and bisexual
young men, Pachankis and colleagues (2015) achieved a mean
fidelity rating of 84.6% in a review of 23.5% of their sessions.
However, only sessions in which clinicians requested clinical
supervision were rated by one coder placing limits on the
comparability of these results to the present study which rated
all intervention sessions with multiple coders.

The inter-correlation analysis found that all indicators
showed a moderate to strong correlation. While high corre-
lations with some deviations are expected, these results
demonstrate good internal consistency, suggesting that this
fidelity measures checklist is a valuable contribution to the
evaluation of the AFFIRM program. The indicator with the
least number of inter-correlations was Indicator Two: Dem-
onstration of an affirmative stance toward diverse sexual
orientations and gender identities and expressions. This may
be because evaluating affirmative practice can be especially
nuanced and more difficult to observe or measure than the
other items present on the checklist such as the presence or
absence of CBT skill delivery. Another possible reason in-
dicator two had the least number of inter-correlations may be
due to a ceiling effect given the skills and experience most
clinicians have working with the LGBTQ+ population; a
finding shared by other research examining clinician
LGBTQ+ cultural competence (Alessi et al., 2015; Leitch
et al., 2021). These findings may also point to the difference
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between psychotherapeutic processing and delivering psy-
choeducation. As the indicator regarding affirmative practice
concerns the processing stance of the clinician, it appears not
to be significantly correlated with indicators that focus ex-
clusively on the delivery of content (such as Indicator 8:
Session Content). The affirmative practice indicator also
differs from Indicator six: Group facilitation, potentially
demonstrating that competency in LGBTQ+ affirmative
practice is a distinctive practice skill that requires training and
supervision (Dillon & Worthington, 2003).

The qualitative analysis provided specific information
related to fidelity ratings that can inform ongoing im-
plementation. Findings suggest the importance of adequately
preparing clinicians to provide affirmative group therapy
interventions. Clinician readiness is best addressed through
the recruitment of qualified clinicians that have experience
delivering EBPs in addition to knowledge of the LGBTQ+
community, comprehensive training and intensive supervi-
sion and coaching throughout intervention delivery (Cannata
& Marlowe, 2017). Clinicians who are best suited to facil-
itate AFFIRM have been extensively trained in the model,
are proficient in group therapy and CBT, and have experience
working with the LGBTQ+ communities. In sessions with
low fidelity ratings, clinicians who did not demonstrate the
baseline clinical social work competencies required to
practice with the LGBTQ+ population or deliver CBT
struggled to deliver AFFIRM consistently with the manual,
which speaks to the importance of ongoing monitoring.
Higher scores may have been attributed to the extensive
AFFIRM clinical supervision available to clinicians and the
mentoring process (e.g., reviewing of recorded sessions,
quarterly team check-ins, and the availability of a senior
clinician providing clinical support). In response to the
findings from this study, the frequency of session review and
coaching increased.

Clinicians and facilitators who hold affirmative attitudes
demonstrate greater self-efficacy in working with LGBTQ+
clients in affirmative practice (Alessi et al., 2015). Affirmative
clinical approaches are an important element of treatment
fidelity (Craig et al., 2021a; 2021b; Packankis, 2018). In this
study, affirmative approaches identified by the raters included
demonstrating cultural competence (e.g., by addressing par-
ticipants’ intersectional needs, and using correct pronouns),
ensuring accessibility of session material, and tailoring dis-
cussions to participant experiences and identities. Providing
affirmative CBT in a group therapy format is a way to ef-
fectively offer EBP that integrates the benefits of groups for
marginalized populations (Söchting et al., 2010; Malekoff,
2015) with the strengths-based affirmative approach found to
support LGBTQ+ youth mental health (Craig et al., 2013).
During this study, fidelity was particularly high when clini-
cians demonstrated strong group facilitation skills and flexibly
responded to participant input while guiding them through the
manualized intervention. Demonstrating clinician flexibility
in addressing the needs of the group can be an important and

necessary component of making the treatment relevant and
accessible (Anyon et al., 2019), thus flexibility can be con-
sidered a necessary component of optimal social work in-
tervention delivery (Washington et al., 2014).

The results of this study contribute to our understanding of
intervention fidelity in community-based research and prac-
tice. Although fidelity protocols have been critiqued for their
resource requirements (McHugh et al., 2009), they can ensure
effective replication and improved impact in real world set-
tings (Wolery, 2011). The AFFIRM Fidelity Checklist is a
relatively simple tool that captures the critical elements of
affirmative group CBT implementation. Such a checklist may
enhance monitoring during a clinical trial or may help improve
clinical training, and supervision, and generate specific im-
plementation strategies to enhance program materials. For
example, the results of this study (e.g., specific information on
group facilitation, affirmative clinical strategies and the im-
portance of adherence) were integrated into the AFFIRM
training model and manual as well as clinical coaching and
supervision approaches.

Finally, the utility of using a mixed-methods approach to
analysis allowed the researchers a more nuanced under-
standing of the specific factors impacting low or high fidelity-
scoring sessions. Themes gleaned from raters’ interpretations
of results could result in solutions to low fidelity scores, thus
allowing for targeted clinical feedback and supervision with
specific examples that could enable the AFFIRM intervention
to be delivered more consistently and with fidelity. The mixed-
methods fidelity approach provided a more holistic perspective
of the intervention implementation, which seems particularly
important for social work research, which considers the person
(clinician, client) in the environment (group) when evaluating
manualized interventions. Although the mixed-methods ap-
proach to analyzing fidelity is not a standard approach, this
present study found that the addition of a qualitative analysis is an
accessible means to provide more insight and context to the
fidelity scores and contribute to improved intervention fidelity if
integrated into clinical supervision.

Limitations

Several limitations of this research must be noted. While most
of the fidelity raters were graduate student research assistants,
which is considered optimal for coding fidelity (Rodriguez-
Quintana & Lewish, 2018), the raters were not trained in
AFFIRM and were novice clinicians. It is unknown whether
more experienced clinicians would yield different results. As
well, the groups coded in this study were sessions completed
in the first half of a 5-year clinical trial and only captured the
sessions delivered in person, prior to the COVD-19 pandemic.
Therefore, the findings may be an underestimation of fidelity,
as the training, clinical consultation and supervision may have
improved as the research progressed. As affirmative practice
was the fidelity indicator least inter-correlated, future studies
should focus on refining our understanding of affirmative
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skills in the context of CBT groups. Only two coders analyzed
the qualitative data, potentially limiting rigor. As well, the
concept of a fidelity score is applied inconsistently in the
literature and requires further study (Slaughter et al., 2015).
Finally, these findings may have limited applicability to af-
firmative CBT delivered to individuals.

Conclusion

This research details the development and monitoring of pro-
gram fidelity for a tailored intervention for LGBTQ+ youth and
adults delivered in community. This study specifically examines
affirmative therapy practices for a population that has previously
been neglected in the provision of evidence-based programming
(Wheeler & Dodd, 2011). Conducting fidelity checks on af-
firmative care ensures that interventions are effectively delivered
to LGBTQ+ youth and adults. The creation of a specific fidelity
measure that is consistent with the theoretical principles of a
program is important to describe as affirmative interventions
become more embedded into the social work practice landscape
and can serve as an approach for the development of inter-
vention research with marginalized populations.
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